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The rodent tactile vibrissae are innervated by several
different types of touch sensory neurons. The central
afferents of all touch neurons from one vibrissa
collectively project to a columnar structure called a
barrelette in the brainstem. Delineating how distinct
types of sensors connect to second-order neurons
within each barrelette is critical for understanding
tactile information coding and processing. Using
genetic and viral techniques, we labeled slowly
adapting (SA) mechanosensory neurons, rapidly
adapting (RA) mechanosensory neurons, afferent
synapses, and second-order projection neurons
with four different fluorescent markers to examine
their connectivity. We discovered that within each
vibrissa column, individual sensory neurons project
collaterals to multiply distributed locations, inputs
from SA and RA afferents are spatially intermixed
without any discernible stereotypy or topography,
and second-order projection neurons receive con-
vergent SA and RA inputs. Our findings reveal
a ‘‘one-to-many and many-to-one’’ connectivity
scheme and the circuit architecture for tactile infor-
mation processing at the first-order synapses.INTRODUCTION
Humans use fingers to detect and discriminate diverse types
of textures and forms in the natural and artificial world. Four
types of touch receptor neurons are found in the glabrous skin
of primate fingers: two slowly adapting (SA) (Merkel disc and
Ruffini endings), and two rapidly adapting (RA) receptors
(Pacinian corpuscles and Meissner’s corpuscles). However,
the connectivity formed between these distinct types of touch
neurons and the second-order neurons in the CNS remains amystery. Solving this connectivity puzzle is critical for the under-
standing of how the nervous system encodes and discriminates
diverse textures and forms.
Here, we examine this question using the rodent vibrissa sen-
sory system as amodel, which has tactile sensitivity comparable
to that of primate fingertips (Carvell and Simons, 1990). Vibrissae
are large facial hairs. Each is densely innervated by the peripheral
axons of 100–200 trigeminal ganglion (TG) sensory neurons (Rice
et al., 1986; Welker and Van der Loos, 1986). The central axons
of these neurons project into the brainstem and can collectively
form a cylinder-like neural structure, called a barrelette. At the
gross anatomical level, all vibrissae are precisely and topograph-
ically mapped onto multiple brain regions as a set of cylinder
structures: barrelettes in the brainstem, barreloids in thalamus,
and barrels in cortex (Erzurumlu et al., 2010; Killackey et al.,
1995; Woolsey and Van der Loos, 1970). These structures have
been considered as the preeminent examples of ‘‘columnar
organization’’ or ‘‘labeled lines’’ of the nervous system. At the
detailed anatomical level, TG neurons innervating a single
vibrissa consist of six to seven distinct types, which presumably
detect distinct features of mechanical stimuli elicited by vibrissa
deflection, vibration, or motion (Bosman et al., 2011; Ebara et al.,
2002; Rice et al., 1997). However, it is unknown how different
types of touch neurons (submodalities) organize their synaptic
inputs within these labeled lines or ‘‘columns.’’ In addition, TG
neurons send collaterals into four brainstem nuclei (principalis
[PrV], spinal oralis [SpO], interpolaris [SpI], and caudalis [SpC]),
and barrelette columns are found in three out of the four nuclei
in PrV, SpI, and SpC. It is unclear whether different brainstem
nuclei employ the same or different principles in organizing TG
afferents inside their corresponding barrelettes.
Different types of TG touch neurons form distinct specialized
sensory endings inside each vibrissa follicular-sinus-complex
(FSC). They are (from top to the base of the FSC) superficial Mer-
kel endings at the rete ridge collar, transverse lanceolate endings
at the level of the inner conical body, longitudinal lanceolate and
deepMerkel endings at the level of the ring sinus, and club, spiny
(Ruffini), and reticular endings at the level of the cavernous sinus
(Ebara et al., 2002; Hasegawa et al., 2007) (Figure 1A). It is knownCell Reports 5, 87–98, October 17, 2013 ª2013 The Authors 87
Figure 1. Genetic Labeling of RA Longitudinal Lanceolate and SA Merkel-Ending Neurons in the Vibrissa Sensory System
(A) Schematic drawing of the types of touch sensory endings in the mouse vibrissa follicle is presented.
(B) Representative images of AP staining result from P7 ChodlPLAP/+ mice on TG section (left) and vibrissa follicle sections (right two panels). Longitudinal
lanceolate-ending neurons were selectively labeled.
(C) Representative images of AP staining result from P7 Pv::Cre; RFAP mice on TG (left) or vibrissa follicle sections (right two panels). Pv::Cre; RFAP labeled
Merkel-ending (arrows) and a few longitudinal lanceolate-ending (arrowhead) neurons.
(D) Representative images of two-color fluorescent in situ hybridization with Chodl (green) and Ret (red) probes on the P7 wild-type (WT) TG sections. A total
96.46% ± 0.27% chodl+ cells coexpressed Ret (arrow).
(E) Representative images of two-color fluorescent in situ hybridization on TG sections from P21 Pv::Cre; RFGFP mice. Top row shows GFP (green) and TrkC
(red), middle row presents GFP and Ret, and bottom row shows GFP and TrkA. A total of 62.4% ± 1.5% GFP+ cells (labeled by Pv::Cre) coexpressed with TrkC,
25.6% ± 1.0% GFP+ cells coexpressed with Ret, and 17.3% ± 2.9% GFP+ cells coexpressed with TrkA.
(F) Double immunostaining shows sensory axons (green) and Merkel cells (red) on sections from the mystacial pad from Pv::Cre; RFGFP mice at P7. In the small
vibrissa (top row), more than 90% of Merkel cells were innervated by Pv::Cre-labeled axons; in contrast, in the large vibrissa (bottom row images), Pv::Cre only
labeled subsets of axons innervating Merkel cells.
(G) Representative TG sections from Pv::Cre; RFtomato; ChodlPLAP/+ triple-transgenicmice (P7) are shown. A total of 22.3% ± 0.8%Chodl+ (AP stained) neurons
exhibit tomato fluorescence (PLAP and tomato double positive). Conversely, 24.3% ± 1.3% tomato+ neurons exhibit PLAP activity (Chodl+).
Scale bars, 100 mm. See also Figure S1.
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that Merkel-ending neurons are SA and potentially signal
ongoing stimulus, whereas the lanceolate-ending neurons are
RA mechanosensors and presumably detect changes in stim-
ulus (Gottschaldt et al., 1973; Li et al., 2011; Lumpkin et al.,
2010). Moreover, SA neurons were found to respond more
selectively than RA neurons to the direction of vibrissa move-
ments (Lichtenstein et al., 1990). However, whether RA and SA
inputs from TG neurons are spatially segregated within each
barrelette into subcolumns in any of the brainstem nuclei (PrV,
SpI, or SpC) is unknown. Furthermore, whether second-order
projection neurons (PNs) receive selective (RA or SA only) or
convergent (both RA and SA) inputs is also undetermined. To
solve these basic connectivity questions, here, we carried out
studies using a combination of genetic- and viral-based circuit-
tracing techniques.
RESULTS
Genetic Labeling of RA and SA TG Touch Neurons
We searched for molecular markers that may selectively label a
specific type of TG touch sensory neuron. Chondrolectin (Chodl)
is a C-type lectin known to be expressed in muscle cells (Weng
et al., 2003), fast motor neurons (Enjin et al., 2010), and subsets
of sensory neurons in the dorsal root ganglion (DRG) (Allen Brain
Atlas, http://www.brain-map.org/). We found that in TG, >96%
of Chodl-expressing neurons coexpress Ret (Figure 1D), i.e.,
they represent subsets of Ret+ sensory receptors. A knockin
mouse line was generated in which the human placenta alkaline
phosphatase (PLAP) replaced the first exon of the Chodl gene
(ChodlPLAP/+) (Figures S1A–S1C and 1B). PLAP staining on mys-
tacial pad sections revealed that inside the vibrissa follicles,
the RA longitudinal lanceolate endings were selectively labeled
(Figure 1B). This is consistent with a previous finding showing
that RA lanceolate-ending neurons express Ret (Luo et al.,
2009). Furthermore, Chodl is not expressed by second-order
neurons in the brainstem nuclei (SpC, SpI, SpO, and PrV)
(http://www.brain-map.org/; data not shown). Thus, we can
use ChodlPLAP/+ mice to visualize axonal projections from the
longitudinal lanceolate RA neurons into the barrelette structures.
Expression ofChodl is also observed in skin cells, in a small num-
ber of unmyelinated c-fiber neurons (10% Chodl+ neurons
do not express NF200 and thus are unmyelinated; Figure S1D),
and in subpopulations of motor neurons (data not shown).
Because these other expressions are not relevant to the study
of the vibrissa barrelette circuit, they are not discussed further.
Our previous studies and other work suggested that parvalbu-
min may be another good candidate for labeling subtypes of
touch receptor neurons (Hasegawa and Wang, 2008; Ichikawa
and Sugimoto, 2003). To examine this possibility, we crossed
the Pv::Cre knockin mice (Hippenmeyer et al., 2005) with several
Cre-dependent reporter lines (Rosa-loxP-STOP-loxP-PLAP
[RFAP], or Rosa-loxP-STOP-loxP-XFP [RFGFP] or [RFtomato]
mice) (Arenkiel et al., 2011; da Silva et al., 2011; Que et al.,
2008). All reporter lines were generated in our lab using the
same strategy and gave essentially similar labeling (for details,
see Extended Experimental Procedures). Using the PLAP
reporter (RFAP), we found that in the adult mouse, Pv::Cre
selectively labeled only two types of vibrissa neurons: SAMerkel-ending neurons, and a small number of RA longitudinal
lanceolate-ending neurons (Figure 1C). This is different from
what has been known for DRG sensory neurons, of which most
Pv+ cells are muscle spindle or Golgi tendon innervating pro-
prioceptive neurons (Arber et al., 2000; Ernfors et al., 1994).
This difference between TG and DRG is further evidenced by
the expression of neurotrophin receptors. The majority of Pv+
DRG neurons coexpress TrkC (Arber et al., 2000). By contrast,
of the TG neurons labeled by Pv::Cre, 62% expresses TrkC,
17% coexpresses TrkA, whereas 26% colocalizes with Ret
(Figure 1E; the total number exceeds 100%, implying that
some neurons coexpress two of the receptors). Although the
Pv gene itself is known to express in second-order neurons in
the brainstem TG nuclei (Bennett-Clarke et al., 1992), the re-
porter expression in the brainstem was only observable begin-
ning at around postnatal day 7 (P7). This provides us a window
of opportunity to examine the axonal projection patterns from
Pv-expressing TG neurons at P7–P8 without the confounding
of the neuronal processes from central neurons. At this neonatal
age, more than 90% of Merkel cells in smaller vibrissae are
innervated by axons labeled with Pv::Cre (Figure 1F, upper
panels); whereas in the larger vibrissae (those that are located
more caudally), many fewer Merkel cells are innervated by
Pv::Cre-positive axons (Figure 1F, lower panels).
We generated triple-transgenic mice: Pv::Cre; RFtomato;
ChodlPLAP/+ (Figure 1G). About 25% of Pv::Cre-labeled neurons
(tomato fluorescent) coexpress PLAP (ChodlPLAP) in TG,
consistent with the finding that 26% of Pv::Cre cells express
Ret. Because Pv::Cre labels only longitudinal lanceolate- and
Merkel-ending neurons, whereas ChodlPLAP selectively labels
lanceolate-type neurons, it follows that 25% of the Pv::Cre
lineage cells are Ret/Chodl double-positive RA lanceolate
neurons, whereas 75% of the Pv::Cre lineage cells are either
TrkC- and/or TrkA-expressing SA Merkel-ending neurons in
TG. The tomato/PLAP double-positive cells are about 22% of
total Chodl+ (PLAP stained) neurons in TG.
Axon Projections and Synaptic Maps of RA
and SA Afferents inside the Brainstem
To examine how RA lanceolate- and SA Merkel-ending neurons
organize their afferent inputs within the vibrissa-representing
barrelettes, we serial sectioned the brains from Pv::Cre; RFto-
mato; ChodlPLAP triple-transgenic mice (all at P7 stage) and
simultaneously visualized tomato, PLAP, and vGluT1 (vesicular
glutamate transporter 1) signals (Figures 2 and S2). vGluT1 is
expressed by all myelinated TG sensory neurons, as evidenced
by the near-complete colocalization of anti-vGluT1- and anti-
NF200-staining signals (NF200 marks all myelinated neurons)
(Figure S1E). Anti-vGluT1 stains touch afferent termini and
thus also delineate the individual barrelette structures in the
brainstem (Figures 2A and 2C). Both Pv-tomato (red) and
Chodl-PLAP (green) axons were observed in all brainstem TG
nuclei (Figures 2A, 2C, and S2A), suggesting that as populations,
both types (SA Merkel and RA lanceolate) of touch sensors
provide inputs to all four nuclei. Pv-tomato signals appeared
concentrated in smaller barrelettes. This was expected
because Pv::Cre-mediated reporter expression labeled most of
the Merkel-ending neurons in smaller but not larger vibrissae atCell Reports 5, 87–98, October 17, 2013 ª2013 The Authors 89
(legend on next page)
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this P7 stage (Figure 1F). In these smaller barrelettes, the axonal
projections from both populations of neurons overlap exten-
sively, with no apparent spatial segregation within the barrelettes
in both SpI (Figure 2A) and PrV (Figure 2C).
We next examined whether the SA Merkel and RA lanceolate
axons form synapses in spatially stereotyped locations within
each barrelette. To visualize the distributions of the lanceolate
presynaptic termini, we extracted out the sites where PLAP
(RA axons) and vGluT1 (presynaptic sites) signals colocalized
in the z stacks from each of the serial sections throughout an
entire barrelette, and these lanceolate synaptic sites were pseu-
docolored green (Figure S2B). Similarly, we extracted tomato
and vGluT1 double-positive sites from the same z stacks of
each of the serial sections (Figure S2C), and these were consid-
ered as presynaptic termini from both Merkel- and a subset of
lanceolate-ending neurons. Consistently, the tomato+/vGluT1+
and PLAP+/vGluT1+ synaptic sites were largely nonoverlapping.
The overlapping portions, which were tomato/PLAP/vGluT1
triple-positive sites, were roughly 25% of the total tomato+/
vGluT1+ spots (data not shown). Therefore, from the total
tomato+/vGluT1+ sites, we deleted those tomato/PLAP/vGluT1
triple-positive spots and obtained Merkel-ending-specific pre-
synaptic termini that were pseudocolored red (Figure S2D).
Through such analyses, we were able to generate synapse dis-
tribution maps for both RA lanceolate and SA Merkel afferents
within individual barrelettes (Figures 2B, 2D, and S3). As exam-
ples of synapse distribution maps where nearly all SA Merkel
endings were labeled, we analyzed the barrelettes representing
the small D6 whisker in different mice (n = 7 small barrelettes,
Figures 2B and 2D; data not shown). In addition, we also
analyzed large barrelettes in which Merkel-ending afferents
were only partial or sparsely labeled at this age (n = 8 large
barrelettes, Figure S3; data not shown).
Figures 2B and 2D show the maps of RA lanceolate (green)
and SA Merkel (red) presynaptic sites in the D6 barrelette from
three different animals in SpI (Figure 2B) or PrV (Figure 2D)
nucleus. To give a general idea of the distributions, presynaptic
sites extracted from the z stacks of all six serial sections are
shown. Blue dots on each image are vGluT1-only spots that
represent presynaptic sites from other unlabeled types of touch
sensory neurons and/or vGluT1-positive termini from CNS neu-
rons (Figures 2B and 2D). For three-dimensional (3D) views of
the synapse maps for each of the serial sections (reconstructed
combining all the z stacks per section), please see Movies S1
and S2. On all sections, synapses formed by RA lanceolateFigure 2. Axonal Projections and Presynaptic Termini Distribution M
within Individual Barrelette Columns in SpI and PrV Nuclei
(A and C) Left panel is a schematic drawing of the brainstem TG complex (sagitta
are representative images of immunostaining of vGluT1 (gray or blue), PLAP (gree
RFtomato; ChodlPLAP mice (P7). White circle indicates the D6 barrelette. White a
C view.
(B and D) Maps of afferent presynaptic termini inside D6 barrelette in SpI (B) or
Left panels show representative results of presynaptic sites extracted from conf
or PrV (D). Blue indicates vGluT1+ loci, green indicates presynaptic termini of R
afferents ((tomato+ X vGluT1+)  (PLAP+ X vGluT1+)). Right panels show the
the 3D data from each barrelette column onto three different planes are shown. T
The highest density is shown as red. The lowest density is shown as blue.
Scale bars, 100 mm (A and C) and 20 mm (B and D). See also Figures. S1, S2, anand SA Merkel afferents are spatially interspersed, displaying a
mosaic pattern in both SpI and PrV (Figures 2B, 2D, and S3;
Movies S1 and S2). In the larger barrelettes, although Merkel
synapses (red) are only sparsely labeled, they are nevertheless
spatially intermingled with lanceolate synapses (green), and the
lanceolate synapses themselves are also distributed throughout
these large barrelettes in both SpI and PrV nuclei with a salt-and-
pepper pattern (Figure S3).
Notably, the distributions are not even, with certain regions/
sections containing more synapses, whereas other regions/
sections containing many fewer RA or SA synapses. This
‘‘unevenness’’ was already apparent from the axonal projec-
tions where axon arbors often did not cover the whole area
of a barrelette but rather concentrated into patches (arrows in
Figures 2A and 2C). To quantitatively describe such ‘‘uneven’’
distributions, we aligned the serial sections together (combining
z stacks from all sections of the barrelette) and computed
the relative synaptic densities for RA lanceolate or SA Merkel
synapses and expressed the results as heatmaps (see Experi-
mental Procedures for details). For visualization, the 3D synapse
density heatmaps were projected onto three 2D planes (illus-
trated in Figure S3A): coronal (C), lateral/sagittal (L), or horizontal
(H) planes for RA and SA afferent synapses, respectively. These
2D heatmaps are shown next to the serial section images (right
panels in Figures 2B, 2D, S3C, and S3D).
The heatmaps reveal four features of RA and SA synapse
distributions. First, both RA and SA synapses are distributed,
and there is no clear topographic segregation of the two
submodality-specific inputs. Second, there are scattered hot
spots (red colored) and cold spots (dark blue) for both RA
and SA inputs, revealing the ‘‘unevenness’’ of their synaptic
distributions. Third, the heatmaps for RA and SA synapses
vary significantly among different barrelettes and among the
same barrelettes of different animals. Finally, there are no
discernible stereotypical locations for the hot or cold spots
for either RA or SA synapses, even when comparing the
same D6 barrelette from different animals. The lack of stereo-
typy is further supported by cross-correlation analysis of SA
and RA synapse maps in the D6 barrelettes from four different
animals (Figure S3B). Very low or no correlations were detected
between SA and RA synapse maps within the same animals
or between SA and/or RA synapses among different animals
(Figure S3B). These results together indicate that RA and SA
touch afferent inputs do not segregate into any ordered subcol-
umns within an individual vibrissa column, and on the whole,aps of RA Longitudinal Lanceolate and SA Merkel-Ending Neurons
l view) with the arrow indicating the SpI (A) or PrV (C) nucleus. Right four panels
n), and tomato (red) on the sections of SpI (A) or PrV (C) nucleus from Pv::Cre;
rrows indicate examples of dense patches of afferent termini. All images are of
PrV (D) nucleus from three different samples (numbered 1–3) are presented.
ocal images of individual serial sections through each D6 barrelette in Spl (B)
A afferents (PLAP+ X vGluT1+), and red indicates presynaptic termini of SA
heatmaps of RA and SA synaptic densities in each sample; 2D projections of
he color on the heatmaps represents relative synaptic density in each sample.
d S3, and Movies S1 and S2.
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RA or SA synapses are unevenly and highly variably distributed
throughout the column.
Single Neurons Provide Divergent and Distributed
Inputs into the Vibrissa Column
We next examined the axon collateral projections from a single
RA lanceolate- or a single SA Merkel-ending neuron inside
individual vibrissa columns using Pv::CreERt2 knockin mice, in
which the tamoxifen-inducible CreERt2 was expressed under
the control of the Pv gene (see Experimental Procedures). In
Pv::CreERt2; RFtomato mice, one-time low-dose tamoxifen
injection in neonatal pups (%P5) activated CreERt2 activity and
induced permanent tomato expression in a small number of
Pv-expressing TG neurons (Figure 3A). Sectioning through the
mystacial pads allowed identification of those vibrissae in which
only a single sensory neuron (single axon plus terminal endings)
was labeled (Figure 3B). Because 75%of Pv-expressing neurons
are Merkel-ending type and the other 25% of Pv neurons are
lanceolate type, single-labeled lanceolate neurons were recov-
ered at lower frequency using this strategy. We serial sectioned
through the brainstems to visualize the axon collateral arboriza-
tion patterns originating from a single neuron at two develop-
mental stages: P8 and P28. This is because our population
analyses described above were performed at P7, and it is
possible that connectivity patterns might change as the animals
mature. Thus, we wanted to examine whether the axon arbori-
zation patterns observed in young mice were similar to those in
mature animals (P28), hence whether the organizations uncov-
ered at P7 also apply to the adult mice.
An example of such serial sections showing the single-labeled
neuron elaborating multiple axonal collaterals through a barre-
lette in SpI is shown in Figure S4A. All sections were costained
with anti-vGluT1 to delineate the boundaries of the barrelettes
(yellow outlines). After centered alignment of the serial sections,
3D reconstructions of the axon arbors in the corresponding
barrelette were performed for both SpI and PrV nuclei. Figure 3C
shows the C and L views of collaterals from one representative
Merkel- (Figures 3C1 and 3C3) or one lanceolate-ending neuron
(Figures 3C2 and 3C4) inside the corresponding barrelette
column in SpI (upper panels) and in PrV (lower panels) at both
P8 (Figures 3C1 and 3C2) and P28 (Figures 3C3 and 3C4) stages.
The 3D rotating views of the reconstructed arbors from both
types of neurons in the two nuclei are shown in Movies S3, S4,
S5, and S6. Additional examples of such reconstructions (from
both ages) are shown in Figure S4.
These reconstructions revealed that individual lanceolate-
or Merkel-ending neurons project multiply distributed axonal
collaterals inside the barrelette column in both SpI and PrV
(Figures 3 and S4; Movies S3, S4, S5, and S6). The arbors of
the collaterals are largely confined within the barrelette bound-
ary. However, the number, size, and spatial distribution of the
collaterals in each barrelette are not fixed (e.g., in Figure 3C1,
the labeled Merkel neuron projected sparsely in the PrV barre-
lette but densely in the SpI barrelette). Importantly, collaterals
are similarly elaborated and distributed throughout the barrelette
column at both P8 and P28. We measured the normalized
volume occupied by collaterals from individual neurons (see
Experimental Procedures) and found no statistically significant92 Cell Reports 5, 87–98, October 17, 2013 ª2013 The Authorsdifferences between P8 and P28 stage for both types of afferents
(Figure 3D). Furthermore, using colocalization with vGluT1 (Fig-
ure S4C), we quantified the number of synapses formed by
single neurons and then normalized to the volume of the collat-
erals to assess relative synapse densities. The normalized
synaptic densities of single RA or SA afferents do not differ
significantly between P8 and P28 stages (Figure 3E). These
results support the idea that touch sensory axon arborizations
show mature patterns at around 1 week of age, and there is no
extensive pruning as the animal further develops. This is consis-
tent with previous findings regarding collateral aborizations of
DRG sensory neurons in the spinal cord, i.e., axon arborization
patterns displayed at P7 were the same as those in adult
(Woodbury and Koerber, 2007; Woodbury et al., 2001). All
single-labeled neurons also projected collaterals into SpO
and SpC nuclei (data not shown), consistent with previous
single-neuron studies using tracers such as HRP that found an
average of 12–16 collaterals per neuron throughout the entire
brainstem (Hayashi, 1985; Jacquin et al., 1986, 1988, 1993).
Taken together, our analysis showed that inputs from individual
RA and SA touch sensory neurons extensively diverge into
multiple sublocations within a vibrissa column. There is no
stereotypic spatial organization of RA versus SA collaterals at
the single-neuron level, consistent with the intermixed projec-
tion patterns observed in the population analysis.
Convergent RA and SA Inputs onto Second-Order PNs
The above genetic-tracing experiments suggest that there are
unlikely anatomically segregated labeled lines (or subcolumns)
for RA and SA afferents within the individual vibrissa column.
However, the second-order thalamic-projecting neurons could
in principle receive selective inputs from only RA or SA afferents.
In other words, there might be hidden labeled lines at the con-
nectivity level without apparent spatial segregation. To address
this question, we devised a four-color strategy to simultaneously
label (1) RA lanceolate axons (ChodlPLAP labeled), (2) SA Merkel
axons (Pv::Cre; RFtomato-labeled axons not overlapping with
ChodlPLAP), (3) presynaptic sites (vGluT1 staining), and (4) brain-
stem PNs (retrogradely labeled from thalamus). It is known that
PrV PNs primarily send axons to the ventral posterior medial
(VPM) nucleus of the thalamus, whereas SpI PNs mainly project
to the posterior medial (PoM) nucleus of the thalamus. We used
the deficient rabies virus expressing GFP (DG-RV-GFP) injected
into either VPM or PoM nuclei to retrogradely label PrV or SpI
PNs (Wickersham et al., 2007) (Figure S5A). Many morphologi-
cally different types of PNs were labeled throughout all four
brainstem nuclei using the retrograde virus (examples are
shown in Figure S5B). Because examining RA and SA afferent
inputs onto all types of PNs was beyond the scope of this study,
we only examined PNs located in the barrelette regions in SpI
and in PrV, with primary focus on those that had dendrites
restricted to individual barrelettes (i.e., barrelette cells) (e.g., Fig-
ure 4B1, right PN in Figure 4B2, and Figure 4D1), though we
also examined a few multibarrelette cells (left PN in Figure 4B2,
and Figure 4D2).
Representative results from such four-color experiments
with sparsely labeled PNs in SpI and PrV (age P7) are shown in
Figures 4A and 4C. As expected for this stage (P7), Pv-tomato
Figure 3. Axon Collaterals of Single-Labeled RA Lanceolate and SA Merkel Neurons inside the Barrelette Unit
(A) Schematic representation of the strategy used to sparsely label longitudinal lanceolate and Merkel-ending neurons is shown.
(B) Representative images of the peripheral ending of single-labeled Merkel or lanceolate neuron are shown. Axon is shown in red; DAPI is in blue.
(C) Representative C views and L views of 3D reconstructed collaterals from single-labeled Merkel and single-labeled lanceolate neuron in the SpI and PrV at P8
and P28, respectively. Axon is shown in red; outlines of the barrelette structure are in yellow.
(D) Quantification of relative volumes occupied by axon collaterals of single-labeled Merkel or lanceolate neurons normalized with respect to the volume of each
corresponding barrelette column. All comparisons between P8 and P28 are not statistically different (p > 0.05, t test).
(E) Quantification of relative synaptic densities of single-labeled Merkel or lanceolate neurons normalized with respect to the total volume of the collaterals. All
comparisons between P8 and P28 are not statistically different (p > 0.05, t test).
Mer, Merkel-ending neuron; Lan, lanceolate-ending neuron. Scale bars, 20 mm. See also Figure S4, and Movies S3, S4, S5, and S6.
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Figure 4. Convergent RA and SA Inputs onto Brainstem PNs
(A and C) Representative low-magnification images show the four-color labeling experiments in SpI (A) or PrV (C) nucleus: vGluT1+ synaptic sites (synapses are
in gray or blue), PNs (green), RA afferents (PLAP is in magenta), and SA afferents (tomato is in red), from Pv::Cre; RFtomato; ChodlPLAP triple transgenic mice (P7)
with DG-GFP rabies virus injected into the thalamus.
(legend continued on next page)
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Figure 5. Hypothetical Model Involving
Temporal Coding of Tactile Information
in the First Relay Station of the Vibrissa
Sensory Pathway
(A) A PN receives convergent SA and RA inputs
and thus shows mixed RA and SA responses.
(B) Hypothetical model is presented. The sensory
circuit from a single vibrissa to the brain has the
‘‘one-to-many and many-to-one’’ connectivity
architecture. The individual neuronal spike and
adaption patterns elicited by a touch stimulus are
hypothetical on the model. We speculate that the
spike timing differences in sensory neurons in
response to the touch stimulus and coincident
detection of transiently synchronous spikes by
PNs can result in a temporal code from the vibrissa
column to encode the nature of tactile stimulus.only labeled a subset of SA Merkel neurons in large barrelettes.
ChodlPLAP/vGluT1/GFP triple-positive spots on each of the z
stacks were extracted out to represent synapses formed be-
tween the RA lanceolate afferents and the PNs, and are depicted
as green dots on the gray PNs in Figures 4B and 4D (rightmost
panel). Pv-tomato/vGluT1/GFP triple-positive spots that did
not overlap with ChodlPLAP were extracted out to represent syn-
apses formed between the SAMerkel afferents and the PNs, and
are depicted as red dots on the gray PNs in Figures 4B and 4D
(rightmost panels). All PNs (n = 50) in both SpI and PrV examined
by this method (including both barrelette cells and multibarre-
lettes cells) had both RA and SA synapses on them (Figure 4;
additional representative examples shown in Figure S6; data
not shown). In many PNs (especially in PrV), it is difficult to distin-
guish whether the distal dendrites belong to the same neuron or
neighboring neurons. In these cases, we examined only the cell
bodies and the proximal dendrites of the PNs and still observed
that all PNs received both RA and SA inputs (Figures 4B, 4D and
S6). Because Pv-tomato only partially labeled the SA Merkel af-
ferents at this stage, we could not quantify the relative amounts
of RA versus SA synapses onto a PN. But suffice it to say,
convergence of RA and SA synapses onto individual second-or-
der PNs is a general theme in the organization of vibrissa sensory
circuits.(B and D) Two representative high-magnification images show the four-color labeling experiments in SpI (B)
barrelette structure. Rightmost panels show synaptic terminals of SA Merkel and RA lanceolate-ending ne
synapses. Green dots indicate RA synapses. Insets are the zoom-in of the yellow boxed region.
Scale bars, 100 mm (A and C) and 20 mm (B and D). See also Figures S5 and S6.
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Using a combination of genetic and viral
techniques to specifically label different
types of touch sensory afferents and sec-
ond-order PNs with different colors, we
dissected the connectivity of the mouse
vibrissae touch sensory circuit. At the
population level, axonal projections and
synapses formed by neurons of two sub-modalities (RA lanceolate and SA Merkel neurons) are spatially
intermingled and variably distributed, with no reproducible pat-
terns among different vibrissa barrelettes or across different
animals. At the single-neuron level, consistent with previous
HRP-based axon-tracing experiments (Hayashi, 1985; Jacquin
et al., 1986; 1988; 1993), a single lanceolate- or Merkel-ending
neuron projects multiple collaterals within one barrelette, thus
likely forming synapses withmultiple PNs. Individual PNs receive
convergent afferent inputs from both RA and SA submodalities.
Taken together, our findings support a ‘‘one-to-many and many-
to-one’’ connectivity scheme, with substantial divergence and
convergence of afferents onto PNs and no ordered labeled
line-like segregation of RA- and SA-specific inputs inside indi-
vidual vibrissa columns (see model in Figure 5).
Although with the exception of longitudinal lanceolate- (RA)
and Merkel-ending (SA) neurons, the adaptation properties of
other types of touch neurons are unknown; the observed con-
vergence of RA lanceolate and SA Merkel afferents onto
second-order PNs already predicts that PNs will exhibit mixed
RA and SA responses. In other words, PNs should show both
phasic on/off responses and intermediate tonic responses
toward a ‘‘ramp-and-hold’’ stimulus (illustrated in Figure 5A).
Given the uneven patchy distributions of RA and SA synapses,
it is conceivable that some PNs may receive more RA or SAor PrV (D) nucleus. White dashed lines encircle the
urons onto the labeled PNs. Red dots indicate SA
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inputs and therefore will be more RA-like or SA-like; whereas
many othersmay receive equivalent RA and SA inputs and there-
fore show mixed responses. This prediction is in complete
agreement with previous in vivo electrophysiology recordings
of brainstem PNs (Minnery and Simons, 2003). In those studies,
Minnery and Simon found that strict tonic (SA) or phasic (RA) PNs
did not exist; rather a continuum of PN responses was observed:
all PNs displayed different degrees of sustained firing during the
‘‘hold’’ portion of the stimulus (Minnery and Simons, 2003).
In the DRG system, a recent work on mechanosensory neu-
rons innervating hairy skin revealed that three different types of
RA lanceolate-ending neurons segregated their central axons
into three different layers in the spinal cord dorsal horn (Li
et al., 2011). In that case, the three types of lanceolate neurons
are of three different fiber types: Ab (heavily myelinated), Ad
(thinly myelinated), and c-fibers (unmyelinated) (Li et al., 2011);
whereas our study here examined TG touch neurons within the
Ab category. In fact, in the DRG system, it is also known that
the Ab class of RA and SA DRG afferents both project to spinal
layers III–V, and there had been no studies suggesting any kind
of spatial segregation (Woodbury and Koerber, 2007; Woodbury
et al., 2001). Of course, our four-color labeling studies were
difficult experiments and thus have their technical limitations.
In addition, we have not yet examined all types of PNs; therefore,
we could not rule out the possibility that certain types of PNs
might receive predominantly one submodality type of inputs.
However, given that all PNs we examined received both RA
and SA inputs, and taken together with previous in vivo record-
ings results (Bellavance et al., 2010; Minnery and Simons,
2003), we are confident that convergence of submodality-
specific inputs onto PNs is a general theme in the touch sensory
system.
Notably, the original idea that RA and SA inputs are segre-
gated into labeled lines came from previous studies in primates
(monkeys), in which the large cortical column representing
a digit was found to divide into RA and SA subcolumns (Sur
et al., 1984). However, recent recording studies revisited this
issue, and it was found that a major proportion of neurons in
the monkey somatosensory cortex actually receives convergent
RA and SA inputs, i.e., they exhibitedmixed on/off and sustained
responses (Pei et al., 2009). Other imaging studies also support
the lack of separate processing streams for RA and SA submo-
dalities in the somatosensory cortex in primates (Chen et al.,
2001; Friedman et al., 2004).
What are the implications of this ‘‘one-to-many and many-to-
one’’ connectivity scheme inside a single vibrissa column for
touch information encoding and processing? It is known that
rats and mice could perform tactile discrimination tasks with
just a single vibrissa (e.g., Hutson and Masterton, 1986). Here,
we propose a hypothetical model involving temporal coding
that could explain the discriminatory ability of a single vibrissa
(Figure 5B). We hypothesize that upon touching a natural
object, a subset of touch sensory neurons inside the vibrissa
(of both RA and SA types) is activated. Based on previous
electrophysiology studies (such as Szwed et al., 2003), activated
neurons are likely to fire with a slightly different timing of onset,
resulting in differences in spike timing and first-spike latency
across the population (Figure 5B, left panel). We speculate96 Cell Reports 5, 87–98, October 17, 2013 ª2013 The Authorsthat the second-order PNs function as coincidence detectors,
i.e., they prefer to fire when they receive synchronous inputs.
With the ‘‘one-to-many and many-to-one’’ unstructured con-
nectivity, the ‘‘transient synchrony’’ of a few afferent spikes will
arrive at different second-order PNs with different timing (Fig-
ure 5B, right panel). In this manner, different touch stimuli trigger
distinct spatiotemporal firing sequences of PNs receiving inputs
from that vibrissa, resulting in distinct temporal codes. Thus, with
the use of temporal codes (which is unlimited), even a single
vibrissa could encode and discriminate diverse textures and
forms. Future electrophysiological studies of brainstem PNs,
such as those that examine the spike-triggered stimulus average
and spike-triggered stimulus correlation across populations of
PNs, will test our model and inform us whether these neurons
indeed function as coincidence detectors and what is their
physiological time window of integration (Ratte´ et al., 2013). On
a broader perspective, it is interesting to note that spike timing
of peripheral afferents with millisecond precision was also
shown to play an important role in encoding and decoding tactile
information in monkeys (Mackevicius et al., 2012). Our model
invoking both the spike timing difference of touch receptor firing
and detection of synchronous spikes by PNs is similar to what
has been proposed for how tactile information is encoded
by the fingertip sensory neurons and their associated circuits
in humans (Johansson and Flanagan, 2009).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
For full details of methods, please refer to the Extended Experimental
Procedures.
Mouse
For ChodlPLAP mutant mice, an hPLAP-ACN cassette (Zylka et al., 2005) was
inserted into the translation start ATG of theChodl gene to generate ChodlPLAP
mice. For Pv::CreERt2 mice, a CreERt2 was inserted into Pv locus to generate
Pv::CreERt2 mice using a strategy analogous to the one described previously
by Hippenmeyer et al. (2005). Pv::Cre mice (stock number 008069) were
purchased from the Jackson Laboratories. RFAP, RFGFP, and RFtomato
mice were all generated in our laboratory (Arenkiel et al., 2011; da Silva
et al., 2011; Que et al., 2008). All experiments were conducted according to
protocols approved by The Duke University Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee.
Tamoxifen Injections
The tamoxifen solution (0.05–0.1 mg/g; body weight) was injected subcutane-
ously into the back to Pv::CreERt2; RFtomato mice at P1 (for P8 sample
collection) or at P5 (for P28 sample collection).
Deficient Rabies Virus Retrograde-Tracing Experiment
Pv::Cre; RFtomato; ChodlPLAP/+ mice were anesthetized with ketamine/xyla-
zine (50 and 5 mg/kg, respectively, i.p.) at P4 and injected with DG-GFP-RV
into right side of the VPM and PoM regions of thalamus. Brains were collected
3 days postinfection.
Histological Analysis
Immunostaining, alkaline phosphatase staining, and in situ hybridization were
performed according to standard procedures. For PLAP immunostaining,
tissue sections were incubated in 10 mM sodium citrate buffer (pH8.5) at
80C for 30 min before blocking. For four-color immunostaining (GFP, PLAP,
vGluT1, and tomato), tissue sections were incubated with Image-iT Signal
Enhancer (Invitrogen) at room temperature for 1 hr after antigen retrieval.
The primary antibodies used for this study were the following: rabbit anti-
RFP (Rockland; 600401379; 1:1,000); chicken anti-GFP (Invitrogen; A10262;
1:1,000); guinea pig anti-vGlut1 (Millipore; AB5905; 1:1,000); mouse anti-PLAP
(Sigma-Aldrich; A2951; 1:1,000); rat anti-CK8 (anti-Troma1) (University of
Iowa/DSHB; 1:1,000); and rabbit anti-NF200 (Sigma-Aldrich; 1:1,000).
Preparation of Confocal Stacks for Image Processing
z Stack images were taken by Zeiss 710 to cover the entire thickness of the
sections. A z stack image was imported into ImageJ-based Fiji software and
transformed into a multicolor tiff format file. This z stack tiff image was used
for subsequent image processing.
Generating Synapse Maps for Lanceolate- and Merkel-Ending
Neurons
To map the locations of presynaptic termini for longitudinal lanceolate- or
Merkel-ending neurons within each barrelette for each z stack series, we
processed images using Fiji and Imaris software (Bitplane). By using ‘‘Coloc
plugin’’ of Imaris software, first, vGluT1 and ChodlPLAP double-positive sites,
which represented lanceolate-ending presynaptic termini, were extracted
from all z stack images. Similarly, vGluT1- and tomato-colabeled sites, which
represented Merkel and a subset of lanceolate-ending synapses, were ex-
tracted from all z stack images. To visualize Merkel-ending-only synapses,
ChodlPLAP, vGluT1, and tomato triple-positive spots were removed from
the vGluT1 and tomato double-positive sites by using ‘‘Mask’’ function. The
extracted synapses were reconstructed in 3D by using the ‘‘Surface’’ function
of Imaris.
Generating 2D-Projected Heatmaps for RA Lanceolate
and SA Merkel Synapses
The extracted z stack images of RA lanceolate or SA Merkel synapses were
combined into one large z stack image using Fiji. Each single optical image
of the z stack is divided into 5503 550 (x and y) pixels. The pixel either contains
synapses (pixel value, 1) or does not contain any synapses (pixel value, 0). The
total number of pixels in the combined z stack is thus 550 3 550 3 N (‘‘N’’ is
the total number of single optical images). In order to obtain 2D heatmaps of
synaptic densities for each type of afferent, the pixels (and their values)
are projected onto three 2D planes: C (x and y), L (y and z), and H (x and z)
(as illustrated in Figure S4A). The values of the projected pixels are represented
as heatmaps by using the ‘‘colormap’’ function in MATLAB. The color repre-
sents relative synaptic densities in each sample.
3D Reconstruction and Image Analysis of Single-Labeled Neuron
The cropping, alignment, and converting into one z stack image were
performed using the same procedure as described in ‘‘Generating Synapse
Maps for Lanceolate- and Merkel-Ending Neurons.’’ The volume of the bar-
relette of each section was calculated as follows: area 3 number of z stack
images 3 voxel depth. The 3D reconstructed images were made by Fiji or
Imaris software. The Imaris software allowed us to calculate the number of
voxels (3D pixel) that the axon or the presynaptic termini occupy on the
3D data set reconstructed from z stacks. The normalized collateral volumes
were calculated as follows: number of voxels of axon collaterals 3 volume of
one voxel/volume of the barrelette. The synaptic densities were calculated as
follows: number of voxels of presynaptic termini/number of voxels of axon
collaterals.
Analyzing Presynaptic Termini onto Retrogradely Labeled PNs
A z stack image was imported into Imaris software. ChodlPLAP/vGluT1/GFP
(GFP labels PNs) triple-positive spots (RA lanceolate presynaptic loci onto
PNs) and Pv-tomato/vGluT1/GFP triple-positive spots (SA Merkel and a sub-
set of RA lanceolate presynaptic loci onto PN) were detected by using Spot
Detection function of Imaris, and plotted onto the PNs. ChodlPLAP/tomato/
vGluT1/GFP quadruple-positive spots were considered as RA lanceolate
synaptic loci.
Statistical Analysis
Student’s t test was used where appropriate. Results are displayed as
mean ± SEM.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, six
figures, and six movies and can be found with this article online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2013.08.051.
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